AN EVALUATION OF ALARYNGEAL SPEECH ENHANCEMENT時fETHODS BASED ON
V OICE CONV ERSION TECHNIQUES

ABSTRACT

In this study， we evaluate O'ur proposed methods fO'r enhancing
alaryngeal speech based O'n statistical vO'ice cO'nversiO'n techniques.
VO'ice cO'nversiO'n based O'n a Gaussian mixture model has been ap
plied tO' the cO'nversiO'n O'f a加yngeal speech intO' nO'rmal speech
(AL-tO'司Speech). MO'reO'ver， O'ne-tO'-m組y eigenvO'ice cO'nversiO'n
(EVC) has alsO' been applied tO' AL-tO'-Speech tO' enable the陀cO'very
O'f the O'riginal vO'ice quality O'f laryngectO'mees even if O'nly O'ne
arbitrary utterance O'f the O'riginal vO'ice is available. VCÆVC-based
AL-tO'-Speech .systems have been develO'ped fO'r several types O'f
a加yngeal speech， such as esO'phageal speech (ES)， electrO'laryngeal
speech (EL)， and body-cO'nducted silent electrO'laryngeal speech
(silent EL)ηlese proposed systems are cO'mpared with each O'ther
from variO'us perspectives. The experimental results demO'nstrate
that O'ur prO'posed systems yield signi白cant enhancement effects O'n
each type O'f a凶yngeal speech.
Index Terms- alaryngeal speech， speech enhancement， vO'ice
cO'nversiO'n， eigenvO'ice cO'nversiO'n， perfO'rmance evaluatiO'ns
1. 町TRODUCTION

LaryngectO'mees whO' have undergO'ne tO'tal laryngectO'my due tO'
an accident O'r laryngeal cancer cannO't produce speech sO'unds in a
cO'nventiO'nal manner because their vocal fO'lds have been 陀mO'ved.
TherefO'凧th町向qUlre釦 altemative speaking method tO' pr，吋ωe
speech sO'unds u日ng sO'und sO'urces generated in a special manner
withO'ut vibrating their vocal fO'lds. τbe pr吋uced speech is called
alaryngeal speech.
The問are variO'us methods O'f producing alaryngeal speech. In
this study， we focus 0'目白e three types O'f alaryngeal speech shO'wn
in Fig. 1: esO'phageal speech (ES)， electrolaryngeal speech (EL)， and
body-cO'nducted silent electrO'加yngeal speech (silent EL). ES釦d
EL are the mO'st popular types O'f a加yngeal speech in Ja伊n. In
ES， a1temati四excitatiO'n sO'unds are generated by releasing gases
from O'r thrO'ugh the esO'phagJぉ百lUS， ES c釦 be produced withO'ut
any equipment. HO'wever， it is difficult tO' leam the skills tO' prO'
duce ES. On the O't恥r hand， EL is produced using an electrO'lar
ynx， a medical device fO'r mechanically generating the sO'und sO'urce
signals that are cO'nducted intO' th氾O'ral cavity台。m the skin O'n the
10'附r j叩. It is much easier tO' leam hO'w tO' speak using the elec
trO'larynx than ωleam hO'w ωpr叫uce ES. HO'wever， because the
elec位。凶ynx needs tO' generate sufficient 100ud-sO'und sO'urce剖gnals
tO' make the produced speech su筒ciently audible， sO'und sO'岨rce sig
nals are easily emitted 0'岨tside， disturbing speech c刀mmumcatlOn.
TO'陀sO'lve this issue， a speaking method fO'r silent EL has been prO'
posed [1]. A new sO'und sO'urce unit is used tO' generate less audible
sO'und sO'urce signals. Since the produced speech alsO' be∞mes less
audible， it is detected with a nO'n audible murmur (NAM) micro
phO'ne， which is a body-cO'nductive micrO'phO'ne capable O'f detect
Ing extremely sO'仇speech frO'叩the neck belO'w the ear. These three
This work w邑supponed in pan by MIC SCOPE.百e au山町s are grate
fullo附'of. Hideki Kawahara of Wakayama Unive日ity， Jap剖 for permission
to use由e STRAIGHT analysis-synthesis method，
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Fig. 1. Methods O'f producing three types O'f alaryngeal speech (ES，
EL， and silent EL)

types O'f alaryngeal speech allO'w laryngectO'mees tO' produce speech
sO'unds ag創n. HO'wever， their sO'und quality and intelligibility ar官
severely degraded cO'mpared with thO'se O'f nO'rmal speech uttered
by nO'n-laryngectO'mees. MO'reO'ver， alaryngeal speech sO'unds are
O'f similar quality regardless O'f the speaker. This prO'blem is called
degradatiO'n O'f speaker individuality.
As O'ne O'f出e techniques fO'r e仔ectively changing vO'ice quality
while keeping Iinguistic cO'ntents unch加ged， statistical vO'ice cO'n
versiO'n (VC) has been studied fO'r arO'und twO' decades [2， 3， 4 ]. In
particular， speaker cO'nversiO'n based O'n a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) [3] has been widely studied and its perfO'rmance has been
significantly improved [ 4]. A GMM O'f the jO'int prO'bability density
O'f acO'ustic features between a sO'urce speaker's vO'ice and a target
speaker's vO'ice is trained in advance using parallel data cO'nsisting
O'f dO'zens O'f utterance pairs O'f the sO'urce釦d target speakers. The
trained GMM is capable O'f cO'nverting the acO'ustic features O'f the
sO'urce speech tO' thO'se O'f the target speech in a prO'babilistic manner.
MO'reO'ver， tO' make the町aining process mO're flexible， O'ne-tO'・many
eigenvO'ice cO'nversiO'n (EVC) [5] has been prO'posed as a method O'f
cO'nverting a single speaker's vO'ice intO' an arbitrary speaker's vO'ice.
This method enables us tO' cO'ntrol the speaker individuality O'f the
cO'nverted speech by manipulating a small number O'f parameters O'r
by autO'matically adjusting them tO' an arbitrary target speaker using
O'nly a few target speech samples as adaptatiO'n data.
TO' e釘ectively enhance a凶yngeal speech， we have proposed
an alaryngeal speech enhancement method that cO'nverts alaryngeal
speech intO' nO'rmal speech using VC techniques. τbe prO'posed
method is called alaryngeal speech-tO'-speech (AL-tO'-Speech)[6， 7].
AしtO'・Speech yields significant imprO'vements in speech quality
since the cO'nverted speech is basically generated accO'rding tO' the
statistical prO'perties O'f the acO'ustic features O'f nO'rmal speech.
MO'reO'ver， tO' enable flexible cO'ntrol O'f the cO'nverted vO'ice quality，
O'ne-tO'-many EVC has a1sO' been applied tO' the cO'nversiO'n O'f AL
tO'・Speech [6]. EVC-based AL-tO'-Speech allO'ws laryngectO'mees tO'
recO'ver their O'riginal natural vO'ice quality even if O'nly O'ne arbitrary
utter釦ce O'f their natural speech is available. Using these techniques，
we have preliminarily develO'ped AL-tO'-Speech systems fO'r ES， EL，
and silent EL [8]
In th凶paper， we describe O'ur proposed AL-tO'-Speech systems
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t. The EV-GMM models the joint probability density of the source
and target feature vectors as;

based on VCÆVC for individual types of alaryngeal spe民h and
evaluate their e仇ctiveness. A comp叩son between VC and EVC
in AL-to-Speech and a comparison among individual AL-to-Speech
systems are conducted from various perspectives.百le enhancement
e仔'ects of the individual systems are demonstrated from the expe討
mental results.
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2. ALARYN GEAL SPEECH
2.1. Esophageal speech (ES)
ES sounds more natural than other types of alaryngeal speech. Addi
tionaJly， a speaker skilled in producing ES can control prosody using
residual organs. However， a spec汀al envelope varies more unsta
bly than that in normal speech. Moreover， speci抗c unnatural sounds
caused at producing the excitation sounds are often observed. Even
if we can perceive pitch information in ES， it is difficult to directly
extract Fo pattems coπesponding to pitch pattems from ES because
excitation signals are less periodic. We have found that pitch in
formation is also perceived in an ES sample resynthesized from a
meトcepstrum sequence including power coefficients and noise ex
citation. Therefore， it is expected that pitch information of ES is
incJuded in a spectral envelope.
2.2. Electrolaryngeal speech (EL)
EL sounds mechanical owing to arti自cial excitation signals. Aト
though a spectral envelope stably varies according to each phoneme，
it is distorted by the sound source signals leaked from the electro
larynx. The electrolarynx used in this paper generates sound source
signals with almost constant Fo values and a high periodicity. Ex
citation parameters such as Fo and aperiodic components are easily
extracted from EL but are less informative since they capture only
the acoustic characteristics of the arti自cial excitation signals
2.3. Body-conducted silent electrolaryngeal speech (silent EL)
Silent EL sounds much more unnatural than EL owing to its lower
powered sound source signals and body conduction. It basicaJly has
similar acoustic ch<lracteristics to EL except that 1) the signaトto
noise ratio of silent EL is much lower than that of EL and 2) a severe
attenuation of high-frequency components over 3 or 4 kHz is induced
by the lack of radiation characteristics from the lips and by the e仔ect
of the low-pass characteristics of the soft tissue
3. AL-TO・SPEECH
In AL-to-Speech， the spectrum， aperiodic components， and Fo of
the target normal speech are independently estimated using GMMs
or eigenvoice GMMs (EV-GMMs) from the spectrum of a加yngeal
speech. To eliminate unstable tluctuations observed in a spectrum se
quence of alaryngeal speech and to compensate for a spectral struc
ture coJlapsed by the production mechanisms of individual alaryn
geal speech， a segment feature vector extracted from multiple frames
around a cuπent analyzed frame is used as the input feature. We use
three joint static and dynamic feature vectors of the spectrum， aperi
odic components， and Fo extracted from target normal speech as the
output features.
In this section， we describe AL-to-Speech based on one-to-many
EVC. This method entails a training， adaptation， and conversion pro
cess. The details of AL-to-Speech based on VC are shown in ref.[6].
3.1. Training process
As conversion models for estimating spectrum and aperiodic com
ponents of normal speech from the spectral segment of alaryngeal
speech， EV-GMMs are trained using multiple paraJlel data sets con
sisting of utterance pairs of a laryngectomee and many prestored tar
get speakers. Let us assume a source spectral segment feature vector，
Xt， and a target joint static and dynamic feature vector， Yt， at frame
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where 四 = [w(l)，田・・ ，ω(J)] is the target-speaker-dependent
weight vector for controJling targ et voice quality. T denotes the
transposition of the vector. λ {印EV川) is a canonical EV-GMM p 訂am
E町認副t c∞ons制ting 0ぱf恥weight αm， the mean ve氏c刷 μ J f }\' 白
Y}
， the bias vector bm， and the eigenvec
c∞ov刊a叩na飢ncαe ma剖trix
tors Am = [am(l)，... ， am(J)] for the mth mixture com伊nent，
where the number of eigenvectors is J.
The EV-GMM is adapted to a new target speaker by adjusting
the weight vector so that the marginal likelihood for given target
speech features is maximized [5]. This adaptation process is ef
fective if speaker-dependent characteristics are weJl captured by
short-term features， such as spectrum and aperiodic components.
On the other hand， it is essentiaJly difficult to control speaker
dependent characteristics captured by long-term features， such as Fo
pattems. Therefore， instead of the EV-GMM， a weJl-trained speaker
dependent GMM is used to estimate Fo pattems from the spectral
segment sequence of alaryngeal speech. In AL-to-Speech for ES，
to develop the GMM for estimating Fo pattems co汀esponding to
the perceived pitch information of ES， we use Fo values extracted
from normal speech uttered by a non-Iaryngectomee as an imitating
prosody of ES in the training as the output features [6]. To develop
a GMM for Fo estimation in EL and silent EL， speaker-dependent
GMMs are separately trained for aJl prestored target speakers. Then，
the GMM achieving the highest Fo estimation accuracy is manuaJly
selected.
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3.2. Adaptation and conversion processes
Assuming that a few speech samples uttered by laryngectomees
before undergoing total laryngectomy are available as adaptation
data， the EV-GMM is flexibly adapted to the target voice quality by
automaticaJly determining the weight vector in a text・independent
manner [5]. The weight vectors of the EV-GMMs for the spectral
and aperiodic estimations are independently estimated using the
spectral features and the aperiodic components extracted from the
given target speech samples. The converted spectral feature vectors
and aperiodic components are independently estimated using the
adapted EV-GMMs. On the other hand， in the Fo estimation， the
global speaker-dependent characteristics of Fo pattems are simply
controJled. A log-scaled Fo sequence is first estimated with the
selected speaker-dependent GMM， and then further converted so
that its meanμx and standard deviationσx are equal to those of the
adaptation speech data，μyandσν， as foJlows

(3)
10gYt =主主(logXt -μ，.) +μν
σz
where Xt and Yt denote the Fo value estimated with the GMM
and the converted Fo value at frame t， respectively. The maxi
mum Iikelihood estimation method considering not only the explicit
relationship between static and dynamic features， but also global
variance [4]， is adopted in the estimation of the converted features.
4. EXPER1MEN TAL EVALUATION
4.1. Experimental conditions
We recorded 50 phoneme-balanced sentences of ES uttered by one
Japanese male laryngectomee， those of EL and silent EL uttered by
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an'Other Japanese male laryngect'Omee， and th'Ose 'Of n'Ormal speech
uttered by each 'Of 40 J apanese n'On-laryngect'Omees 百e speech
data 'Of 30 n'On-laryngect'Omees were used f'Or training and th'Ose 'Of
the 'Other 10 n'On-laryngect'Omees were used as the target data f'Or
evaluati'On. Fr'Om the 50 rec'Orded sentences 'Of each speaker， 40 were
used as the training or adaptati'On data and the remaining 10 were
used as the test data. The sampling frequency was set t'O 16 kHz
The Oth through 24th meトcepstral c'Oefficients were used as
spectral parameters. Mel-cepstrum analysis [9) was empl'Oyed for
alaryngeal speech and STRAIGHT analysis[ 10) was empl'Oyed f'Or
n'Ormal speech. The frame shift was 5 ms. T'O extract the spectral
segment feature 'Of ES， cuπ'ent and土8 frames were used f'Or spectral
and aperiodic estimati'On and cuπent and 土16 frames were used
f'Or Fo estimati'On. F'Or EL and silent EL， current and :i:8 frames
were used f'Or each parameter estirr】ati'On. These frame lengths were
preliminarily 'Optimized. As the s'Ource excitati'On features 'Of n'Ormal
speech， we used l'Og-scaled Fo values and aperi'Odic c'Omponents f'Or
designing mixed excitati'On.
The EV-GMMs f'Or spectral and aperi'Odic c'Omp'Onent estima
ti'On were trained f'Or each type 'Of alaryngeal speech. The numbers
'Of eigenvect'Ors and mixture c'Omp'Onents were set t'O 29 and 64 in
every EV-GMM， respectively. The EV-GMMs were adapted t'O the
target speakers using 1， 2， 4， 8， 16， 'Or 32 utterances 'Of their n'Ormal
speech data. F'Or AL-t'O-Speech based 'On VC， the GMMs for spec
tral and aperiodic estimati'On were trained using a parallel dataset
f'Or each type 'Of alaryngeal speech and n'Ormal speech 'Of each tar
get speaker. The number 'Of training utterance pairs was set t'O 1， 2，
4， 8， 16 'Or 32. The number 'Of mixture c'Omponents was 'Optimized
manually depending 'On the training data size. Individual speaker
dependent GMMs f'Or Fo estimati'On were trained f'Or all the 40 n'On
laryngect'Omees. The GMM yielding the m'Ost natural Fo pattem was
then selected by listening t'O the c'Onverted speech. The same Fo es
timati'On process was perf'Ormed f'Or the EVC-based AL-t'O-Speech
and VC-based AL-t'O-Speech.
4_2. Objective evaluation
We evaluated the e仔'ectiveness 'Of AL-t'O-Speech based 'On EVCNC
f'Or each type 'Of alaryngeal speech with ro'Ot mean squa陀E町'Or
(RMSE) 'On aperiodic c'Omponents. The result 'Of mel-cepstral dis
t'Orti'On is sh'Own in ref. [8). Figure 2 sh'Ows RMSE 'On aperiodic
c'Omponents as a functi'On 'Of the number 'Of adaptati'On utterances
used in EVC 'Or 'Of utterance pairs used in VC. EVC sh'Ows a signif・
icantly smaller RMSE than VC in each type 'Of a加yngeal speech
enhancement when the am'Ount 'Of the target n'Ormal speech data
is small. Even if 'Only 'One arbitrary utterance 'Of the target n'Ormal
speech is available in EVC， its c'Onversi'On perf'Ormance is alm'Ost
equivalent t'O 'Or better than that 'Of VC using 16 parallel utterance
pairs. It is als'O 'Observed that ES yields the best c'Onversi'On accuracy
and 剖lent EL yields the wo目t among the three types of alaryngeal
speech. N'Ote that similar results have been 'Observed in mel-cepstral
dist'Orti'On [8)
We als'O evaluated the Fo estimati'On accuracy in AL-t'O-Speech
f'Or each type 'Of alaryngeal speech using Fo c'Orrelati'On c'Oefficient
and Unv'OicedN'Oiced (UN) e汀or between c'Onverted speech and tar
get n'Ormal speech. T'O dem'Onstrate the Fo estimati'On accuracy f'Or
vari'Ous speakers in Aしt'O-Speech， the results calculated using indト
vidual speaker-dependent GMMs f'Or the 40 n'On-加yngect'Omees are
sh'Own in Table 1. F'Or ES， the results f'Or an'Other n'On-laryngect'Omee
wh'O uttered n'Ormal speech s'O that its pitch s'Ounded similar t'O that
'Of ES are als'O sh'Own as "ES pitch." ES yields the best estimation ac
curacy am'Ong the three types 'Of alaryngeal speech. Additi'Onally， the
estimati'On accuracy is significantly improved using the GMM devel・

'Oped with the n'Ormal speech， the Fo pattems 'Of which c'Oπespond
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Fig. 2. RMSE 'On aperiodic c'Omponents as a functi'On 'Of the number
'Of utterances 'Of target n'Ormal speech (i.e.， utterance pairs in VC 'Or
adaptati'On utterances in EVC).
τable 1. Fo estimation accuraciesfor I'arious target speakers using
corresponding target-speαrker-dependent GMMs

I
I
I
I
I

ES
EL
Silent EL
ES pitch

I
I
I
I
I

C'Orre1ati'On
0.58
0.40
0.42
0.68

I
I
I
I
I

UN eηor[%)

(V→U: 6.59， U→V : 5.80)
(V→U: 4.92， U→V: 8.28)
(V→U: 6.89，U→V: 7.13 )
8.36 (V→U: 4.30，U→V: 4.05)

12.39
1 3 . 20
1 4 .02

well t'O the pitch pattems 'Of ES
The 自nal results f'Or the 10 target n'On-laryngect'Omees fr'Om the
test data are sh'Own in Table 2. The GMM f'Or "ES pitch" was used in
ES enhancement， and manually selected speaker-dependent GMMs
were used in the ES/silent EL enhancement. Namely， the speaker
used in the model training is di仔'erent fr'Om the target speakers. It
is 'Observed that， f'Or EL and silent EL， the estimati'On accuracy 'Of
the selected GMMs is higher than that 'Of vari'Ous speaker-dependent
GMMs sh'Own in Tab1e 1 ， even th'Ough a speaker di仔erent合om the
target speakers is used in the training. T'O generate a natura1 Fo pat
tem in AL-t'O-Speech， it is useful t'O se1ect an 'Optimum speaker f'Or
training rather than t'O direct1y use the same speaker as the actual tar
get speaker since the Fo estimati'On accuracy 1arge1y varies am'Ong
different speakers. It is a1s'O 'Observed that ES enhancement yie1ds
better Fo c'Orre1ati'On than the 'Others.
4.3. Subjecti刊evaluation
We c'Onducted 'Opini'On tests 'Of speech qua1ity and intelligibility. In
the 'Opini'On test 'Of intelligibi1ity， 8 1isteners eva1uated 9 types 'Of
speech including 'Origina1 alaryngea1 speech and c'Onverted speech
with AL-t'O-Speech based on VCIEVC in ES， EL， and si1ent EL. The
VC-based Aしt'O・Speech used 32 utterance pairs f'Or GMM training.
On the other hand， only one utterance was used as adaptation data for
the EVC-based AL-to-Speech. Each listener eva1uated 135 speech
samples. The experimental c'Onditi'Ons f'Or the 'Opini'On test 'Of speech
quality are sh'Own in ref. [8]. We a1s'O c'Onducted a preference test
t'O eva1uate speaker individuality. In the preference test， 6 listeners
eva1uated 6 types 'Of speech c'Onsisting 'Of c'Onverted speech by the
VCIEVC-based AL-t'O-Speech in EL， ES， and silent EL. The train
ing data used in VC and the adaptati'On data used in EVC were the
same as th'Ose used in the 'Opini'On tests.
Figures 3 and 4 sh'OW the results 'Of the 'Opini'On tests 'Of speech
quality and intelligibility， respective1y. AlI the AL-t'O-Speech meth.
'Ods yie1d significant impr'Ovements in speech qua1ity c'Ompared with
that 'Of the 'Origina1 a1aryngeal speech. The speech quality 'Of the en
hanced si1ent EL is 1'Ower than that 'Of the enhanced ES and enhanced
EL but it is significant1y higher than that 'Of each type 'Of 'Original a1a-
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"EVC" show original alaryngeal speech， converted speech by AL-to
Speech based on VC 甘ained wi出32 utterance pairs， and converted
speech by AL-to-Speech based on one-to-many EVC adapted with
one utterance of target speech， respectively.
ryngeal speech.

百le inte11igibilities of ES and silent EL are aJso

，VC

improved by AL・to・Speech. On the other hand， the inte11igibility of
EL slightly degrades from that of the originaJ EL by AL-to-Speech，

Fig. S.

as observed in our previous work [7]. The speech quality and in
tel1igibility enhanced by the EVC-based AL-to-Speech

are

ES

EVC"

VC

EVC" VC
EL

EVC，

SilentEL

Result of preference test of speaker individuality

almost

staùstical voice conversion." IEICE 7子lIns. Inf lInd Sysr.. vol. E93・D.
no. 7.pp . ゆ09- 1 9 1 7.July 2010.

equivalent to those enhanced by the VC-based AL-to-Speech. Note
that the EVC-based method r明uires only one arbi甘ary utterance of
the target normaJ speech whereas the VC-based method requires32
utterance pairs of alaryngeal speech and the target normal speech
Figure 5 shows the result of the preference test. We c飢ob
serve the same tendency as白紙in Fig. 2. Enhanced ES yields 出e
best speaker individuality and enhanced silent EL yields the worst
among the three types of alaryngeal speech. We can observe that出e
VC-based methods slightly outperform the EVC-based methods in
ES初d EL.百is tendency depends on出e amount of available par
al1el data used for GMM training in VC-based methods， as shown in
Fig・2.

S. CON CLUSIONS
In this paper， we evaJuated our proposed statistical enhancement
methods based on voice conversion techniques (AL-to・Speech) for
three types of alaryngeal speech: esophageaJ speech (ES)， electro
laryngeal speech (EL)， and body-conducted silent electrolaryngeal
speech (silent EL).ηle experimental results suggested that 1 ) the
proposed methods signi自cantly improve the speech quaJity of each
type of alaryngeal speech， 2) the proposed methods aJso improve the
inte11igibilities of ES and silent EL，3) AL-to-Speech based on eigen
voice conversion (EVC) is capable of effect】vely adjusting the voice
quality of enhanced speech to山e target voice quality using only one
arbitrary utterance of the target voice， and 4) AL・to・Speech for ES
is the best in terms of speech quality， inte11igibility， and speaker in
dividuaJity.
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